Collaborative tools
for learning
Anywhere, anytime, any budget
Why choose G Suite for Education?

Set up faster than
a class sits down

Free for schools,
priceless for students

Next-level
collaboration

Making a difference in
& out of the classroom

Simple to set up and
centrally manage at
any scale

Full productivity
suite included at no
cost to schools

Collaborate and access
work anytime, anywhere,
on any device

Give instant feedback and
track individual progress

Automatic updates, so
everyone always has the
latest features

Free 24/7 support

Build critical skills with
an expansive suite of
tools and apps

Remove time-consuming
organizational tasks,
so teachers can focus
on teaching

Features let teachers
collaborate one-on-one
or with the whole class

Machine learning helps
to streamline writing
and research

Includes Google
Classroom to help
teachers manage their
classrooms seamlessly

Best-in-class security
included at no
additional cost

Momentum

90M+
40M+

students and teachers are
using G Suite for Education
students and teachers are
using Google Classroom

edu.google.com

The classroom has been simplified
A free solution for all of your educational needs

Manage your classroom with ease

Administer with confidence

Collaborate anywhere

Create classes, distribute assignments, give quizzes,
send feedback, and see everything in one place

Add students, manage devices, and configure
security and settings so your data stays safe

Co-edit documents, spreadsheets, and
presentations in real time

Manage all your tasks

Communicate your way

Build to-do lists, create task reminders, and
schedule meetings

Connect with email, chat, and video conference

Collaborate anytime, anywhere
With G Suite for Education and Classroom,
teachers and students can work on their own
or collaboratively, wherever they are and on
any device

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
Personalization supported by Chromebooks and G Suite for Education
helped schools outperform the state
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Explore the findings of a 16-month investigation
highlighting success with Chromebooks and
G Suite for Education
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Learn more at g.co/eduimpact
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